Qualitative and relational representations of space offer a new and poweg5.d approach to reasoning. This type of approach introduces ambiguity where there would be none in quantitative methodologies. This paper provides mechanisms for coping with ambiguity and gives examples of using these mechanisms for reasoning about space.
Introduction
Every day in many different ways the problems of reasoning with space are successfully tackled. Humans and other animals easily cope with complex spatial problems that confound even the most sophisticated artificial entity.
The ability to understand and deal with space is a fundamental aspect of intelligence.
An individual's (artificial or natural) spatial reasoning is dependent upon the individual itself. Sensory input and processing ability coupled with the agent's intent and desires control how and why spatial reasoning is wormed. Attempting to develop a system of spatial reasoning by mimicking the human condition, seriously restricts and complicates the entire process. The system presented here is a simple spatial reasoning mechanism based upon minimal sensory information. From this, possible deductions are established. Incremental additions to the raw information can be added to supplement the total information as necessary.
In this paper we propose a complete method for deriving spatial relations from base information contained in a minimal representation. By extracting the relations between surfaces, the overall spatial relations are obtained. The surface relations can lead to more complex relations between objects, this will be the focus of future work.
The term spatial reasoning can be used to represent a variety of different actions that involve reasoning about space. It can involve making simple deductions about observations or it can involve complex spatial concepts. All of this is spatial reasoning; this paper looks at the lower end of the spectrum. reasaning with relative spatial information to develop more complex relations.
Background
The information about the environment is collected by an agent that has been specifically designed for the task. The agent uses a limited number of sensors to get the information needed. Kieronska and Venkatesh [61 proposed a system for collecting infamation that is used for spatial reasoning. Their system reduces the environment to a 2-dimensional construct, the active map. that holds relations between surface end points. The active map is extracted by an autonomous agent that systematically traverses the target environment and visually extracts surface end points, whilst using ego motion for establishing simple relations between these end points.
The system is based upon a qualitative and relational representation of the environment. This approach steers away fiom the computationally orientated methodologies of traditional quantitative methods. There are costs and benefits in using qualitative methods rather than quantitative methods. The cost involves a loss of information through an inexact u n d e r s e and subsequent representation of the environment. The benefits, strangely enough, are for exactly the same reasons as the costs. The loss of information in a qualitative system d u c e s the complexity and difficulties normally caused by information overload. " u g h most of the significant information is automatically classified by the qualitative mechanisms there is still some loss of information.
Consequently. reasoning processes must be used to make up for this loss d information, whilst at the same time providing a better understandinghepresentation of the information. This paper provides a means of extracting surface relationships from the relationships between surface end points. Each surface is related twice, once for each of the two dimensions that they are described in. The relationships between surfaces are described using a version of Allen's temporal operators [l] . The system is extended to cope with the ambiguity that is inherent in the design. 
An Absolute Representation
The active map contains all the information that is needed for the reasoning process. however the information is implicitly represented within the sensory data. This information is recons~ctf~I into a more useable form, whilst leaving out information that is not necessary, in this system. for higher level reasoning. The process of reasoning with this information is described.
Conversion
There are five stages to the process of conversion. Each of the stages is outlined below. I$ is a set of triples (q,n,,eij) where eij E E hi, nj E N Typically, two neighbourhg Non-visual nodes are associated with the end points of the surface the agent is following'. Further, end points of other surfaces are observed and recorded in sequence. In the process of normalising the directions of A and B to be in the N-S direction. the end points may need to the swapped to satisfy the relation B(X) befor% E(%. The new form is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Stage 3: Limiting to One Axis
The information about the different axes are treated separately in the reasoning process. The current form of the local map contains end points far both axes. Separating the end points into two groups, one for each axis, allows of all the relevant information to be stored in one place. All of the end points far a given axis are extracted into subsequences that maintain the original ordering between the extracted points.
Stage 4 : Local Digraph
Digraphs represent an easy to use ordering of information.
The information in all the local maps will eventually be unified into two 1-e digraphs (one for each dimension). To aid in this process the local maps are converted into individual digraphs. The conversion involves making each of the end points a node in the digraph and the connecting edges are obtained from the ordering of the sequences. The edges represent the relation between the points that they connect. An edge represented by (ep,, epj) cannects epi with epj. and epi occurs before epj along the given axis.
Stage 5: General Relational Digraph (GRD)
All of the information represented in the local maps and connection list can be meqged into one structure. The General Relational Digraph allows easy comparison between end points so that relations between end points will be trivial to obtain. The process of creating a single entity requires two stages.
Firstly the local digraphs have to be merged into one digraph. This is a simple process of finding the union of all the local digraphs' nodes. Any duplicates of a node are removed and in one simple stage all of the local digraphs are merged. (see Figure 4) . The information contained in the connection list has to be added. This will result in some nodes becoming equivalent. The nodes are merged and the information about which end points are represented in the node is stored as part ofthe node (see Figure 5) . A slight modification is made to the edges. connecting with newly merged nodes, so that the connections integrity is preserved. 
Reasoning with OGRD
The organisation of the OGRD simplifies the reasoning process greatly. When relating two surfaces several relationships between the surfaces' end points become important. Given two surfaces A and B. the relations
between DNA). B(B)I, [B(A)W)I, [E(A). B(B)I ancl
[E(A)W)I provide a complete picture of the overall d a c e relations. The OGRD provides information about the relations between individual end points.
The relationship between end points can be of 4 different forms: before (4, after (>), equal (=) and ambiguous (*).
The before, after and equal relations are easily obtained from the OGRD and are straightforward. But the ambiguous relationship is more complex. An ambiguous relationship comes when two end points have no direct relation as represented in the OGRD. Their exact relationship is unknown, it could be < , or =. Thus an ambiguous relation matches any of the other relations like a wildcard. . r ambiguity.
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Apparent Ambiguity
A relational and qualitative repmentation provides an inexact representation of the environment. Since the information about the metric positim of points is ignored, ambwty about relationships is created.
An example of this is illustrated in Figure 7 . 
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For example, the surfaces A and B whose end points are depicted in Figure 6 have relations as depicted in Table 2 . 
Reasoning with Ambiguity
Despite the ambiguity in the OGRD there is enough unambiguous information to reason at an object level. This is because the ambiguity comes in two distinct forms, only one of which causes difficulties when reasoning at an object level. This section discusses these types of Figure 7 : Introducing ambiguity.
The ambiguity of the relationship between the points h and e is created because the path (illustrated in Figure 7 ) between e and h is represented with relational information.
Thus the actual distance between any of the points is unknown. the ambiguity of the relationship. Given this information e muid be before or after h in tbe North-South axis. With precise quantitative information the distance between points along the path would be known and the task of working out which is to the North would be trivial.
The way the OGRD is structured allows for an absolute representation of all of the information about the environment. Though the information about the points e and h is lost if the pathinFigure 7 is used, there is an alternative path along h-d-a-e. This path has no ambiguity. the relationships are straight forward.
Yet searching through all paths between two points to try and determine if the path is unambiguous s e e m an unsavoury task. The OGRD simplifies this problem. 
Objects
The Active Map and the OGRD represent surfaces. Reasoning at an object level requires an object level representation. Placing a bounding box around an object (see Figure 10 ) and reasoning with respect to the object's bounding box simplifies the reasoning process at the object level. There is some loss of information due to this generalisation.
Extracting the bounding box for an object is a relatively make up a particular object. The active map Contains the information about which surfaces make up objects and can return these values as such. Object (in Figure 11) There are four points that need to be determined. These four points are the points in the object that are further most in a particular direction. Thus there will be a North-most, Southmost, East-most and West-most points.
The extreme points in the N and E directions are the last elements of the sequence. And the extreme points in the S and W directions are first elements of the sequences. Figure 11 The actual object When more than one point is marked as an extreme point for an object, the ambiguity has to be resolved. Far the example in Figure 12 the North-most point calculation, as described above, will return two points 'a' and 'b'. Both are considered the extreme points with respect to the other points. One of the points is the actual maximum and the other point is a local maximum. The problem is resolved by considering if there is any point that is N of 'a' maxima. The situation is depicted in Figure 13 .
or 'b' Figure 12 : An object and its N-S OGRD where a is the local maximum and b is the actual maximum.
A local maximum is not comparable to the outside world thus has no other point that d d be greater than it; the actual m a x i " does. 
Persistent Ambiguity
Not all of the ambiguity encouukred in the relational representation can be resolved. When determining extreme points for an object there are situations where that extreme point cannot be determined (see Figure 14) . Consequently the bounding box for the object that a and b repment will have an ambiguous maximum N-S border. The process for coping with ambiguity at a n object level is similar to the surface level ambiguity and is currently being investigated.
Conclusion
Allen's operators can be used to describe the ambiguity between certain intervals by using more than one operator to describe theii relationship. The Ordered General Relational Digraph reorganises information stored in the active map. The information is relative and thus introduces amb@ty. The paper describes how to cope with this ambiguity.
